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Journey Off The Map Administrative Leadership 

 
Purpose Statement 

This two-hour plan is designed to train and equip directors and pastors to conduct LifeWay’s 
VBS 2015 Journey Off the Map. 

 

Resources to Collect, Prepare & Copy 

Resources to Collect: 

• VBS 2015 Jump Start Kit (Optional. If not available you will need a copy of the VBS 2015 
Administrative Guide for Directors) 

• VBS 2015 Preschool Starter Kit (Optional) 
• VBS 2015 Kids Starter Kit (Optional) 
• VBS 2015 Special Friends Leader Guide (Optional. See note on page 5 of this plan.) 
• VBS 2015 Administrative Guide (5) (If 5 copies are not available ask conferees to use 

copies they may have brought with them.) 
• VBS 2015 Music for Kids CD 
• VBS 2015 Visual Pack (Optional. If pack is not available create a poster with JOTM 

Motto and a poster with JOTM Scripture: Isaiah 30:21.) 
• VBS 2015 Tablecloth or other table covering 
• Paper lunch sacks (one per attendee) 
• Crayons (one per attendee) 
• Highlighters (5) 
• Maps (5—can be building, city, state, amusement park, any map) 
• Explorer Bibles (6) 
• Brown kraft paper (5 pieces) 
• Brown kraft gift bags with handles (10 medium size) 
• Box of crayons (any size) 
• Pipe cleaners (one per attendee) 
• Glow stick or bracelet (one per attendee) 
• Band-aids (one per attendee) 
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• Seed packets (one per attendee—if seed packets are unavailable one package of 
sunflower seeds could be substituted) 

• Poster board or large post-it pad (3 sheets) 
• Marker 
• Tape 
• Nails (one per attendee) 
• Individually wrapped hand wipes (one per attendee) 
• Box of matches (each attendee will need one match) 
• Glow in the dark stars (one per attendee—anything shaped like a star could be 

substituted) 
• Post it arrows (one per attendee) 

Resources to Prepare: 

• Mark each map with a starting and ending point. (Group Assignment 1) 
• Prepare the 5 sheets of brown kraft paper by tearing them around the edges and writing 

one of the daily session titles and Scripture passages on each. (Group Assignment 1) 
• Prepare the gift bags to be used in Group Assignment 2 by placing each of the following 

items in its own bag: box of crayons, pipe cleaners, glow sticks, band-aids, and seeds. 
Prepare the bags to be used in Prayer for the Journey by placing the nails, hand wipes, 
matches, stars and arrows each in their own bag. 

• Cut apart the assignment topics for Group Assignment 3. Use a crayon to draw a large 
arrow on the back of each assignment.  These will be used as “trail markers.” Tape them 
around the room with the arrow side showing. 

• For VBS Step 3, you will need 3 pieces of poster board. Write one of the following words 
across the top of each sheet: BEFORE, DURING, AFTER. Next tape the posters to the 
wall. 

• Cut apart the Group Assignment 4 topics and tape one slip under a chair in each of the 
groups you have set up. 

• Mark the verses you will need for the Prayer Journey: John 3:16, Psalm 51:10, Jeremiah 
20:9, Matthew 2:2, and Isaiah 30:21 

Resources to Copy: 

• Handout 1—Packing My VBS Survival Kit (one per attendee) 
• Handout 2—My VBS Prayer Journey (one per attendee) 
• Leader Devotions (1 set from the VBS 2015 Administrative Guide CD-ROM) 
• Administrative Helps from Special Friends Leader Guide to use with VBS Step 2 

 

Focal Wall Description 

Place the motto, logo and theme verse posters from the Visual Pack on the focal wall. 

 

Room Setup Description 
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Place two tables in front of the wall and cover with VBS tablecloths.  Display the VBS Jump 
Start Kit, the Preschool Starter Kit, and the Kids Starter Kit. You will also want to have the bags 
you have prepared for Group Activity 2 and the Prayer Journey as well as the Administrative 
Guides and Bibles needed for Group Activity 1 where you can easily reach them. 

Set chairs up to establish 5 distinct groups. 

 

Decoration Suggestions 

Place the remaining posters from the visual pack around the room  

 

Audio Visual Needs 

CD Player 

 

Teaching Steps 

Welcome (10 minutes) 

As conferees enter, have them pick up a paper lunch sack and one crayon. They should find a 
chair and use the crayon to write their name on the bag and decorate the bag.  Welcome the 
conferees to the session and Journey Off The Map.  

“I am so excited to welcome you to Journey Off The Map!  Today we are going to assemble a 
survival kit to use during our journey.  When we journey off the map, we often encounter 
unexpected twists and turns, even when we are prepared. Take this bag for example.  If we 
were going on a journey together, how could we use this bag as we prepared for the trip?”  
(Think literally here—an actual journey into the wild.) Allow for participant responses. Next, 
direct the conversation to additional ways the bag might be used if we encountered unexpected 
circumstances along the way? (Ideas might include: to start a fire, as toilet paper, to draw a map 
on, etc.) Commend them for their creativity and transition by saying, now let’s talk about what 
the bag has to do with VBS.   

 

Survival Kit Item 1—Paper Bag 

VBS Step 1: Know your purpose, theme and Bible content (25 minutes) 

The bag serves to remind us of the first step in Vacation Bible School which is to know your 
purpose, theme and Bible content. Just as the bag will hold all of our survival kit items together, 
the purpose of our VBS will hold all the other details together and help us as we plan. 

Let’s take a look at what God can do through VBS. Turn to page 5 in the Administrative Guide 
for Directors to see what the VBS Statistics show us about what happened through VBS last 
year.  (Highlight some of the specifics.) 

• 2.8 million average number of people enrolled in VBS 
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• 80,000 decisions to accept Christ as Savior 
• 2,200 people committed their lives to church-related vocations during VBS 
• 39,000 people enrolled in Sunday School as a result of attending VBS 

It is amazing to see what God has done.  What about this year? This year is a new journey. 
While we may or may not have done VBS before, none of us has been on the journey that is 
VBS 2015. What do we want to see happen through the ministry of VBS this year? Have 
conferees share with their group what they want to see God do. Have conferees take a moment 
to pray. Next, use the crayon they picked up on the way in to write a number on their bag that 
represents one of the purposes they want to see accomplished through VBS this year.  It can be 
a number that represents families reached, decisions for Christ, more in attendance—any 
number that helps define their purpose. 

Group Assignment 1—VBS Theme & Bible Study 

(FYI--This section is based on pages 32-33 of the Administrative Guide. And will be brought to 
their attention in the section on enlisting and training workers.) 

Provide each of the five groups a highlighter and a map. Instruct the team to use the highlighter 
to mark the route they would take to get from the starting point to the ending point on the map.  

Play the VBS 2015 Music for Kids CD as teams work on their assignment. 

Allow teams to describe their route and why they chose it. 

Call attention to the VBS Motto from the Visual Pack. Invite leaders to say the motto together. 

Say, “When we set out on a trip, we usually map out a plan so we know the way. Even when we 
use a GPS, we know the best plans can run into unexpected detours. This year in VBS we will 
set out on a journey to uncharted territory where kids will encounter the unexpected waiting 
around every bend. Using Daniel and his friends as examples of stepping into uncharted 
territory and finding God still had a plan, kids can begin to understand that obedience to God 
does not always lead to the expected.”  

Refer to the poster from the Visual Pack with the theme verse. Read the verse as a group. 
Explain that whenever faced with the unexpected, kids can know to listen for God’s command: 
“This is the way. Walk in it.” 

Distribute one kraft paper piece to each team and corresponding Leader Devotion. Instruct team 
to look up the passage(s) in their Bibles and be prepared to summarize the contents for the 
large group. Encourage them to discuss how the session title relates to the passage. 

Play music as the teams complete their assignments. 

Invite teams to summarize their passage(s) and point out how the session title relates. 

After all groups have shared, say: “We have looked at Step 1 in planning VBS—know your 
purpose and theme. Now it’s time to have you help with the rest of the steps.”  

Group Assignment 2 

Give each group a bag with one of the remaining survival kit items.  Have groups brainstorm 
their items and how they could be used in an actual journey off the map—not VBS but literally 
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on a journey. (In a similar manner to the way the bag was used at the beginning.) Groups will 
share their ideas when their step is introduced.  They will need to assign a spokesperson. The 
number in the bag lets them know which step they will be. 

 

VBS Step 2—Start Planning (20 minutes) 

Survival Kit Item 2—Crayon 

It’s time for Step 2. Have the group spokesperson share the ways they thought of to use the 
crayon. Everyone should have collected a crayon as they entered the room.  They can now add 
it to their survival kit.  

Once we know where we are going—trail markers let us know we are on the right journey. Just 
like a crayon can be used to mark trees on a path and keep us headed in the right direction, our 
planning keeps VBS journey on the right path.  What do we need to do to accomplish our 
purpose?  Let’s look at six elements of planning that will set us on the right path.  

Group Assignment 3 

Have a representative take a trail marker from the wall.  You will find your assignment on the 
back of your marker.    

Allow groups 5 minutes to work through the element of training they have been assigned. Once 
assignments are complete, guide the discussion for each topic. 

Have the calendar group share ways to make the week of VBS less stressful on the 
administrative leaders (pastor and director). 

Allow the budget group to talk about the ways they brainstormed to stretch budgets. 

Ask someone from the format group to read the note at the end of Step 1 and share why that is 
important to know. 

Have the schedule team talk about what they consider to be the most important factors in 
setting a schedule. 

Ask the curriculum group to share what they discovered about ordering Preschool and Kids 
Starter Kits versus individual items. Take some time to show the group the starter kits and what 
is included with each. If not mentioned by the group, share that it is cheaper to order individual 
items if you will not be using one of the age groups (such as Babies-Twos or Preteens). 
Highlight the new format of the Field Kit/Student piece and show the Preschool Keepsake Book 
in a discussion on new items. (If Starter Kits and other resources are not available be ready to 
refer to picture and information in catalog.) 

Conclude Step 2 of VBS by mentioning special needs. Have the conferees turn to page 28 in 
the guide. Show the class the VBS 2015 Special Friends Leaders Guide. Explain that the guide 
not only contains plans for self-contained special needs classes, it provides helpful hints to use 
when mainstreaming. Handouts are provided with tips for rotation leaders to provide pointers 
and assist in making adaptations.  Have the handouts available for the conferees to see. 
(NOTE: If Special Friends Leader Guide is not available share information as explained in this 
paragraph.) 
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VBS Step 3—Enlist and Train Your Workers (20 minutes) 

Survival Kit Item 3—Pipe Cleaner/Chenille Stem 

Have the group spokesperson share the ways they thought of to use the pipe cleaner while 
other group members distribute items to the others in the class. 

Share with conferees, “Just like a pipe cleaner can be shaped in many different ways, there are 
many ways to involve volunteers in the ministry of Vacation Bible School.  We will talk about 
classroom needs in a moment, but let’s start with ways to get people involved other than serving 
as a classroom teacher. Our goal is to involve as many people as possible in the way God has 
bent or shaped them.” 

Move to the “Before” poster.  Enlist a volunteer to write down ideas given on ways to use 
volunteers before VBS while you guide the thoughts and discussion centered on ways to involve 
volunteers before the event.  Some suggestions might be: prepare craft/snack supplies, assist 
with decorations, promote VBS through local businesses, prayer ministry, visiting families in the 
community to invite them to VBS, phone calls, pre-registration assistance/data entry, etc. 

Repeat the process using the posters for “During” and “After.” Some ideas for during include: 
photography, snacks, leader break room, leader appreciation, registration, security, greeting, 
etc. After possibilities could be decision follow up, prospect home visits, phone calls, mailings, 
assisting with continued connections, etc. 

Next have the participants turn to page 30 in the Administrative Guide.  Say, “Now that we have 
looked at positions a little more off the map, let’s look at classroom staffing.  This page serves 
as a guide for determining the needs for your setting.  What do you notice about the 
recommendations?”  Allow time for response and questions. 

Transition with the question, “Where do we find these leaders?” Have conferees look at page 31 
in their guides. Say, “Successful enlistment starts with a plan.  Here are six steps to get us 
headed in the right direction. As you look over these steps, understand the best enlistment 
involves a team not just the director. In which of these steps would it be easy to involve others?”  
Allow for responses and whys. 

Say, “We have looked at the enlistment process, let’s move to training.  Statistics show that for 
every trained VBS leader, we see 1.1 professions of faith. Training our leaders makes an 
impact. LifeWay wants to provide resources to make training easy and effective.  Turn to page 2 
in your leader guide.  This shows all of the items you will find on the enhanced CD included 
inside the front cover.  The section Leader’s Helps provides you with a wealth of information for 
helping leaders understand the children they teach, understanding their role in VBS as well as 
classroom management tips.  The PowerPoints and Training Section provides resources to 
accompany the step by step plans on pages 32-40 of the guide—you will even recognize part of 
the Bible Content and Theme Overview Training from earlier in this session.” 

“While curriculum training is important, the most important thing we can train ALL of those 
involved in VBS on is leading a child to Christ. Look at page 10 in the Administrative Guide. This 
page is also in the front cover of all of the leader guides. Train leaders on how to use these 
simple steps to share the gospel. Encourage leaders to share their testimony at least once 
during the week. Model this in your training session by sharing your testimony and enlisting key 
leaders to do the same. Talking about our faith becomes easier the more we do it. Let’s take a 
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minute now and practice. Everyone find a partner.” Allow time for them to find someone. Have 
them introduce themselves and ask them to share the answer to one of the following questions 
with their partner: 

• How old were you when you became a Christian? 
• Where were you? 
• Who played a role in leading you to Christ? 

Allow time for sharing. After a few moments ask, “How many of you answered more than one of 
the questions? (See the response.) One of the best things we can do is to get our leaders telling 
their story—once we start, it becomes easier. Once they practice, they have more confidence. 
You can find additional resources and training on sharing the gospel with kids on 
ministrygrid.com as well as the VBS website. 

  

VBS Step 4—Promote and Publicize (10 minutes) 

Survival Kit Item 4—Glow stick/glow bracelet 

Have the group spokesperson share the ways they thought of to use the glow stick while other 
group members distribute items to the others in the class. 

Say, “Vacation Bible School is the most evangelistic event in most churches. We present the 
gospel in age-appropriate, creative ways. We invest time and resources to make it God-
honoring. VBS is wonderful, but what if no one shows up? It’s like this glow stick—an amazing 
tool, but if we don’t ever let the light shine, it loses purpose.” 

Read Matthew 5:14-15. Say, “Promotion and publicity are keys in helping the light of VBS shine. 

Page 42 in the Administrative Guide provides ideas for promoting VBS in your church and 
community.  Let’s start with ideas for promoting VBS to the church.  You see the ideas listed, 
have you used any additional ideas to help get the word out to your church family?” Allow time 
for sharing. Next move to ideas about community publicity.  Finally, talk about ways to use this 
year’s theme to creatively promote VBS.  What items or activities could be part of your 
promotion plan? (Scavenger hunts, maps, plastic insects, compasses, ropes, etc.) 

 

VBS Step 5—Register Participants (10 minutes) 

Survival Kit Item 5—Band-Aid 

Have the group spokesperson share the ways they thought of to use the bandage while other 
group members distribute them to the rest of the class. 

Read Luke 10:34-35. Say, “I’d like us to think about our church being like the inn in the parable 
of the Good Samaritan. Vacation Bible School is a time when God brings people to us to care 
for as an expression of who He is. Some of them have hurts that need bandaging. Some need a 
place to rest. We all need to know we have a God who loves us through everything.” 

Say, “Step 5 is about registering participants. Why does registration matter?” (It gives us 
information needed to contact families, informs of church affiliation, brings special needs to our 
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attention, etc.) Ask, “How can knowing these things help us in fulfilling the purposes we set for 
VBS this year? “ (It gives us a way to connect them to the church, helps us know spiritual and 
physical needs we can meet, etc.) 

Registration is often the first experience guests have with our church. Guide the conversation to 
highlight things we can do to make registration a success. Say, “There are at least three main 
things we can do to maximize the registration process. First we can pre-register participants. 
How many of you have a method for pre-registering?” Allow for responses. Ask, “What benefits 
do you see from having pre-registration in place?“  Again, allow for responses. “Another option 
connected to pre-registration is a kick-off event. These events bring the excitement of VBS to 
the convenience of pre-registering. How many of you have kickoff events and what have you 
learned from them?”  

The final topic we want to look at for Step 5 is walk up registration. Four simple considerations 
can make a big impact on registration on the day of the event.  

1) Make the registration area easy to identify. Signs, greeters wearing VBS shirts, 
balloons—whatever is needed so attendees feel welcome and know where to go. 

2) Provide plenty of space for registration. A crowded area adds to the stress of a new 
experience for many children. 

3) Offer as many registration lines as possible with plenty of registration forms and pencils. 
This allows registration attendants to not feel as rushed as they are welcoming families 
and collecting needed information.  

4) If you are in a multicultural area, consider having bilingual registration team members. 

Say, “It doesn’t matter if they pre-register, attend a kickoff event or show up 30 minutes late the 
first day because God has a plan. He has brought them to us so we can show His love and 
grace and He can heal their hurts.”  

 

VBS Step 6—Continue the Connection (15 minutes) 

Survival Kit Item 6—Seeds 

Have the group spokesperson share the ways they thought of to use the seeds while group 
members distribute them to the rest of the class. 

Read 1 Corinthians 3:6. Vacation Bible School is a wonderful experience and a catalyst for 
spiritual growth. That doesn’t end when the last session of VBS is dismissed. One of the most 
important parts of this ministry is what happens after VBS—the continued connections. When 
you look at the purposes we defined in Step 1, many of them naturally lead to relationship 
building.  

Group Assignment 4 

Let’s dig into how we can be intentional with our connections. Each group is going to have a 
different aspect of follow up to evaluate. The goal is to come up with as many ways as possible 
to continue the connection. (Give each group one of the Group Assignment 4 topics.) Allow time 
for discussion then have each group share their three favorite ideas. 
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Prayer for the Journey (10 minutes) 

Say, “We are going to conclude today with the most important thing we need in our kit—prayer. 
We can complete all the checklists, stay on budget, and meet numeric goals, but it is the power 
of the Holy Spirit that makes VBS more than an event. I am going to pass around an item. Take 
one and add it to your kit. I will then read a verse from the Bible to guide us in praying for 
Vacation Bible School.” 

First pass the nails. The nail is first because first and foremost, VBS is about Jesus. The nail 
reminds us of his grace, mercy, and love. Read John 3:16. Guide participants to pray and thank 
God for the gift of Jesus and how He has changed their lives. 

Next pass the hand wipes. The ministry of Vacation Bible School starts with us. Sure there are 
exciting things planned for those who attend, but God wants to work in our lives as well. That 
begins with our relationship with Him. Read Psalm 51:10. Guide participants to pray asking God 
to help remove anything from our hearts which might hinder what He wants to do through VBS. 
Ask Him to draw us closer to Him each day.  

The matches are next. Read Jeremiah 20:9. VBS is about sharing Jesus. Pray asking for 
passion to share Jesus as many times as possible. Excitement about the Gospel is contagious. 
Pray for a heart that burns for the opportunity to tell someone the Good News. (And that doesn’t 
mean we have to wait until VBS to do it! ☺) 

The stars are next. Read Matthew 2:2. The star lead the wise men to Jesus and when they 
found him, they bowed in worship. The angels told the shepherds about the birth of Jesus and 
they went to worship him. Two very different groups drawn to the same person—Jesus. Like 
Mary and Joseph, we have no idea who may arrive at our door. We can, however, point them to 
Jesus. Pray asking God to help us be prepared to lead all those He sends to worship Him. 

Finally pass the arrows. Read Isaiah 30:21. After everyone has an arrow, lead this prayer as the 
conference leader dismissing/blessing the class. Pray asking God to show us His way and to 
help us as we seek to walk in it. Provide the Journey Off the Map through Prayer handout as a 
tool to use in their own churches. 

 

Ideas for Adapting for Less than 2 Hours 

1) Choose to do only the map activity in Group Assignment 1. Instead of distributing the 
kraft paper and assignments, direct attendees to page 8-9 in the Administrative Guide. 
This is our map for VBS. The heart of VBS is the truths from God’s word each day is 
built on.  This map shows us the starting point of Scripture and the ending point of 
helping kids apply it through hands on activities. 

2) During VBS Step 3, do the brainstorming on how to use volunteers outside the 
classroom as one general part instead of breaking it into before, during and after. 

3) In VBS Step 4, after having them look at page 42, ask participants to share their favorite 
ways to promote instead of talking church, community and theme ideas separately. 

4) Prayer for the Journey—choose one item only to use to close the session and add to the 
survival kit. 
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Ideas for More than 2 Hours 

1) For Group Assignment 1, add the puzzle element as described in step 6 of the Theme 
Introduction on page 33 of the Administrative Guide. 

2) In VBS Step 3 provide a more in-depth look at resources for sharing the Gospel with 
children. Show them how this year’s Explorer Bible guides them through the plan of 
salvation. Also show them the track and the Leading a Child to Christ Training Pack 
shown in the VBS catalog. 

3) In VBS Step 5, introduce them to KIDEVENT PRO and show them how it can benefit the 
registration process. (See page 48 of the Administrative Guide.) 

4) During the Journey through Prayer, have groups brainstorm a verse that might represent 
the item their group contributed to the survival kit. (An example would be the verses 
used with the band-aid in the plan as written. Could that group think of another?) 
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Packing My VBS Survival Kit 

 
Survival Kit Item 1: 

VBS Step 1: 

 

 

 

Survival Kit Item 2: 

VBS Step 2: 

 

 

 

Survival Kit Item 3: 

VBS Step 3: 

 

 

 

Survival Kit Item 4: 

VBS Step 4: 

 

 

 

Survival Kit Item 5: 

VBS Step 5: 

 

 

 

Survival Kit Item 6: 

VBS Step 6: 
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Journey Off The Map through Prayer 
 

The journey is personal. 

 

Nail—Read John 3:16. Think about what Jesus did for you. Pray and thank God 
for the gift of Jesus and what your salvation means to you. 

 

Hand wipe—Read Psalm 51:10. Open the wipe and while you clean your hands, 
pray asking God to remove anything from your heart that keeps you from moving 
closer to Him. 

 

Match—Read Jeremiah 20:9. Think about a time you were so excited about your 
faith that you couldn’t help but talk about what God was doing. Pray asking God 
to keep your passion for him alive. 

 

The journey is about others. 

 

Star—Read Matthew 2:2. When Jesus was born, both shepherds and wise men 
sought him out in worship. We don’t know who God will bring to VBS, but just as 
Mary and Joseph received both distinct groups we welcome all with open arms. 
Pray asking God to help you reach people in your community who need to 
worship Him, no matter their social status or background. 

 

Band-Aid—Read Luke 10:34. Many of the families who are part of VBS may 
have never experienced how God heals our hurts and our hearts. Perhaps God 
is bringing those the world has beat up to the inn (our church) so we can care for 
them until He returns. Pray for the hurting families in your community. 

 

Arrows—Read Isaiah 30:21. Ultimately VBS is about pointing people to Jesus. 
Pray that wherever a child turns at VBS, they will see someone pointing them to 
Christ. Pray asking God to allow you to be that person. 
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Group Assignment 3 

 

Planning Calendar 

Turn to pages 12-13 in the Administrative Guide. A calendar helps us know where we are and 
what is ahead. These pages are designed to help set a steady pace as we prepare for the VBS 
journey. As in life, some days of the VBS journey are busier than others. One of the busiest is 
the first day. Look over the During VBS part of the checklist. How many of these items could we 
delegate to others so the pastor and director can be easily available to handle unexpected parts 
of the journey?  

 

 

VBS Budget 

Turn to pages 14-15 in the Administrative Guide. Our budget plays an important role in the 
journey.  It helps determine what equipment and resources we have along the way. Here are 
some questions to answer: 

1) How could the Budget Form on page 15 be helpful? 

 

 

2) List at least 5 things we can do to make our budget go further? 

 

 

 

Choose Your Format 

Turn to page 16 in the Administrative Guide. Determining the format for VBS helps put many of 
the other details in place. As a group look at Step 1. Talk about the age groups offered by your 
churches and fill in how many offer each of the following: 

_____   Babies-2s   _____   3s-Pre-K   _____   Kindergarten 

_____   Grades 1-4   _____   VBX/Grades 5-6  _____   Student 

_____   Adult    _____   Special Needs  _____   Other 

 

Pay attention to the Note at the bottom of Step 1. LifeWay’s curriculum is written in such a way 
that it plans for those using the resources to have completed the level mentioned in the title.  
For example, Kindergarten resources are designed for those who have completed Kindergarten 
and what they should be able to do. Why is this important to consider when planning for VBS? 
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Group Assignment 3 (p. 2) 

 

Schedules 

Turn to pages 17-22 in the Administrative Guide. This section addresses scheduling. Many 
factors go into determining the best schedule for your VBS. As a group talk about the schedule 
your church uses for VBS and answer the following questions: 

How many have VBS during the day?  __________ 

How many have night VBS? _________ 

How many have a two hour VBS?  __________ 

How many have a two and a half hour schedule? _________ 

How many plan for a three hour VBS? __________ 

How many plan for over three hours a day?  ___________ 

 

There are so many ways to schedule VBS. As a group determine what you feel to be the three 
greatest factors in setting a schedule. 

 

 

Ordering Curriculum 

Turn to pages 24-25 in the Administrative Guide. On these pages you will find the Journey Off 
The Map curriculum for preschool and children. Look over the pages and answer the following 
questions: 

What do you see new for 2015? 

 

 

How could the starter kits be useful? 

 

 

When would you want to consider ordering individual elements instead of a starter kit? 
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Group Assignment 4  

 

 

How can we use a VBS Celebration or Family Night event to continue connections? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How many ways can you think of to continue connections with those who made decisions during 
VBS? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you continue connections with those who attended VBS but did not indicate a church 
home? 
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Group Assignment 5 (page 2) 

 

 

How do we connect with the families of those who attended VBS? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do we continue connections with those who served during VBS? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


